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 With the continuous innovation of market demand, and to enable users to 
enjoy better product service and experience.  

 The company is committed to the continuous development of 
multifunctional garden hose, household hose, and in response to market 
demand, and constantly improve the quality, in order to achieve the 
highest customer satisfaction as the ultimate goal. This product in both 
quality and function is a major innovation in the hose industry, the 
manufacture of multifunctional extendable garden hose in the quality of 
not only trustworthy, more recognized in the market and well received. 

 

 



A. Still washing the car 

with a bucket?  

 

B. It's not cheap to pay for  

car washing. 

 

C. Water pressure small 

difficult to flush. 

 

D. Traditional hose are 

always knotted. 

 

E. Inferior hose are always 

damaged. 
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How to use this hose ? 

 Easy to use : It can be expanded 100% up to 2 times of its original length with water   

      pressure, then retracts in a few seconds when the water is turned off. 

 Suggested working water pressure at 3Bar (45psi).   

 Instant burst pressure at 17.5Bar (250psi) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inner and outer tube simultaneous extension. 



  

 Lighter weight, easy for storage : 70% Lighter Weight Compared to Traditional hose, 

Wrapped Bobbin & Gripper tube, but small size 60%. (i.e. 50ft/15m) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

VS 



Scratch & ultra-abrasion resistant. 
 

 

VS 

Other brands non-abrasion resistance, 

easy breakage (general materials) 



★Exclusive leak proof design (patented invention):  

Prolong pipe life Movable "C “ buckle to prevent locking the inner tube 

Movable C buckle design purpose, after long-term use if the water pipe leaks, please lower hex 

joint lock up, you can stop water 

Long-term use after the pipe wall thinning, when the resulting water pipe from the tap off, just 

can cut the leak, repair easy is the industry's only. 

ABS material connector can afford long-time sunlight and it is not easy to brittle. 

VS 

Other brands : Plastic 

sleeve is prone to 

bursting and unstable. 



VS 



Self-repairing teaching when water pipes are leaking 
1.Cut the broken place 
with scissors off 2.Remove C-buckle 

3.Re-insert the inner & outer 
tube into the connector and 
fasten the C-buckle 

4.Ensure of locking the C-
buckle, push the hex joint 
upward and tighten the water 
pipe in the right hand. 

5.Tighten the male connector 
to tighten the clockwise 

6.Self-repair 
completed ! 



 
◆Durable design of raw materials    

1.High-strength flat woven fabric, abrasion resistant, extended service life 

 
 
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
◆Integrated explosion-proof inner tube with heat-resistant material :  
With high strength woven fabric tube, which can withstand 40 PSI-100 PSI water pressure without burst. 

 

Material： 
     ◆High-strength polyester fiber weaving 

Features： 
     ◆ Anti-UV 300 hours  

     ◆ Compliance with EU non-toxic       
           inspection standards  

     ◆ Compliance California 65 
       ◆ Longitudinal expandable 
       ◆ High-strength Tetoron  
           increases wear resistance.  

Material :  
      ◆TPE composite material 
Features :  
      ◆ Heat resistant up to 50℃ 
      ◆ Cold resistant -20℃ 
      ◆ Compliance with EU non-
toxic inspection standards 
      ◆ Compliance California 65 
      ◆ Longitudinal / Lateral 
expansion and contraction 



 
 
 
 
 
◆Make your work easier: watering flowers, cleaning, car wash, pet bathing, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Tedron polyester fiber weaving : 

Non-toxic certificate ABS Plastic Connector : Non-toxic certificate 



Plastic non-toxic substance declaration 



SGS Testing Report : The inner tube does not contain eight heavy metals (left one) 

        The inner tube complies with the REACH standard (right one) 

 

 

 

 



SGS Testing Report : Inner tube does not contain PAHS 



◆ Hung Ta had obtained patents :  

Ensure product quality and avoid confusion with counterfeit  
goods 

 

 Patent No. Taiwan: M479372 

 

 Patent No. China：4019633 

 

 Patent No. US：US9074711 B2 

 

 Patent No. Canada：2871894 

 

 Patent No. Germany：DE202014102064U1 



Taiwan 
Patent 
And 
China 
Patent 



US  Patent 



Germany patent 



Canada patent 



 YouTubeFilm introduction 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77UWrHf5G0U&feature=yo
utu.be 

 C buckle DIY repair : film teaching 6 minutes from the 
start 

https://mobile.twitter.com/StanleyToolsCA/status/97106807758
3446016 
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